Mercedes ml320 problems

This is a very safe and solid SUV, while it may lack some bells and whistles; it has all that it
needs to be a solid SUV. So now I keep her ML in the garage all waxed and clean. Its roomy,
incredibly fast and stops on a dime. I did have a squeaky, rear hatch latch that was promptly
fixed by the dealer. I feel safe and secure driving the ML which feels just like the S in terms of
ride quality. Its a true Benz and turns heads everywhere. Never had to work on this car all I ever
did was kept my oil changed at every thousand miles but calls for every 10k. I did have to
replace an alternator and upper control arms due to worn out ball joints but that's normal for a
car this old, the driving, handling and comfort of this car I loved it. I even drove this car on solid
ice and didn't no it untill I parked and stepped out to feel the ground in solid ice. This has been
the best car I ever owned and actually thinking about buying another one due to, I lost this car
after my wife hit a telephone head on cause she dropped her drink in her lap and took her eyes
off the road. Now this thing was built for safety and I'm still shocked at how tough this thing
was, she walked away without a scratch or bruise. And most cars windshields crack or even
bust after hitting a telephone pole at 70mph. This windshield did not. This thing is a safe and
reliable car all in one. And that's one of the biggest reasons why I am considering buying
another one just like it. You cannot go wrong with the ml wished I still had her sitting in my
driveway. Leather in a perfect condition. All electronics work great! Never had any problems
with the car. Fun to drive! I love it. I purchased a new ML and kept it for a year and spent the
greater part of that year camped at the dealer with the myriad of problems. I became very vocal
whenever I had to be there for another issue with the and either the dealer was going to give in
or MB itself. I was finally offered a ML which had over changes made and , great miles have
passed. No major problems, just normal things. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the M-Class. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by:
All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Great car! Does the trick!! Items per page:. Write
a review See all M-Classes for sale. Sponsored cars related to the M-Class. Sign Up. The SUV
and crossover market is booming. Luxury brands like Mercedes-Benz offer lineups of these
popular models. There is a Mercedes crossover or SUV for everyone. However, not every
consumer experience is perfect. MercedesBenz GLA. This crossover has seen large popularity.
On CarComplaints. This model was a staple for the M-Class. This model has reported
complaints for electrical problems. Additionally, the model year for the Mercedes-Benz ML
claims the most-reported problemâ€”â€”locking brakes. The model year with the most
complaints, however, is a different year. Though it still may feel irrelevant due to its age. In
terms of most complaints overall, the model year ML acquired the most complaints of all the
model years overall. The worst Mercedes-Benz ML problems are posted with the worst issue
being a problem with locking brakes on the model. This problem occurs at , miles. After that, the
second worst problem is an annoying check engine light in the model year at 96, The third worst
problem overall is with dash brake lights occurring at , on the model year. This is another
member of the older M-Class. Yet, it still gets attention as a used car option due to its model
years reaching into recent territory. In fact, these models can actually be very affordable. This
Mercedes earned 54 complaints overall on CarComplaints. This model has many complaints
filed about engine problems. Then the most-reported problem is about the model year, as well.
The has a common complaint about the check engine light staying on. In terms of worst
problems for the Mercedes-Benz ML, there are three top problems posted. The worst problem is
with the model year ML shutting down while driving. Apparently, this issue typically starts
around just 19, The next worst-rated problem is for a faulty check engine light at , mile mark for
the model year. After that comes issues with the model year ML about an oil cooler leak at the
49,mile mark. These two models are and were still good, capable luxury SUVs. View this post on
Instagram. The Mercedes-Benz M-Class should make a fine choice for shoppers desiring SUV
versatility along with the traditional Mercedes traits of quality, prestige and safety. With so
many premium-badged luxury SUVs available now, it's easy to forget that just 10 years ago
Mercedes-Benz was one of the first with its M-Class. The original, truck-based body-on-frame
M-Class was a strong seller for the brand, despite a number of early build quality issues related
to its new U. A few years ago the second-generation model debuted. Evidently realizing that
about the same number of people who actually use their home fitness machines use their SUVs
to go off-road, Mercedes gave the new ML officially now referred to as the M-Class a carlike
unit-body architecture and a revised suspension design that brought a more on-road-biased
personality to this premium sport-utility. In addition to improved handling and ride qualities, the
second-generation ML received more aggressive styling, higher-quality cabin fitments and new
engines. The M-Class rolls into with mostly detail changes that include a celebration of its 10th
birthday. There's also a new mainstream V8 this year. Found in the ML model, this
latest-generation 5. The advantage of the M-Class is that it offers what most folks typically buy
Mercedes-Benzes for: a vaultlike feeling of quality and luxury, visible prestige and

state-of-the-art safety. What it doesn't offer is a third-row seat. But one can always consider its
stablemate, the larger GL-Class, if the ability to carry up to seven passengers is a must. The ML
and CDI are identically equipped with inch wheels, a sunroof, TeleAid, dual-zone automatic
climate control, power front seats, maple wood interior trim and a CD player with an auxiliary
audio jack. To celebrate the ML's 10th birthday, there will be the ML Edition 10, which comes in
either black or white and features split-spoke wheels, tinted headlight and taillight bezels, a
two-tone leather interior with birch wood and aluminum accents, heated seats, a CD changer
and the obligatory "Edition 10" floor mats and exterior badges. The ML63 AMG features special
interior and exterior styling details, as well as a sport-tuned air suspension, inch wheels,
upgraded brakes, active headlights, corner-illuminating foglights and ultra-supportive sport
seats. For all but the ML63, there are many options, most grouped in expensive packages.
Feature highlights include an adjustable air suspension, park assist, adaptive cruise control,
adaptive xenon HID headlights, leather upholstery, a navigation system with a rearview camera,
a rear-seat entertainment system and a Harman Kardon Logic7 surround-sound audio system
with satellite radio. Upgraded front seats with driver memory, heated front and rear seats,
tri-zone climate control, a sunroof and a power liftgate are also available. A variety of engines
are available for the M-Class. Being a diesel, it provides better fuel mileage rated at 18 mpg city
and 24 mpg highway and range more than miles than a comparably sized gasoline engine. Note
that due to stricter emissions standards, the ML is unavailable in California-level emission
states. The ML has a 3. Offering brisk performance, the ML boasts a 5. That's enough to propel
this SUV from zero to 60 mph in just 4. All models are fitted with a seven-speed automatic
transmission and all-wheel drive. Maximum tow capacity when properly equipped is 5, pounds.
In government crash tests, the Mercedes-Benz M-Class posted perfect five-star scores in both
frontal- and side-impact testing. Although the Mercedes ML's steering is precise, it doesn't offer
much feedback and feels a little dead in the center. The brakes, however, offer a sure-footed
pedal and stop this SUV quickly. Despite some body roll, the near 5,pound, all-wheel-drive ML is
a predictable and stable handler. It offers a confident feel during inclement weather as well as
when negotiating twisty mountain roads on the way to the hiking or mountain biking trailhead.
Generous fillets of bird's eye maple wood and brushed aluminum trim lend the cabin a warm,
upscale ambiance. Large front cupholders and adequate storage cubbies come in handy on
road trips. Passenger room is especially impressive, as the ML affords rear-seat passengers
more than 39 inches of legroom -- nearly 6 inches greater than the RX offers. Folding down the
rear seat provides a maximum 72 cubic feet of cargo room, which is on the small side for the
segment. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Mercedes-Benz M-Class. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Regular V6 is short on low-end torque, no third-row seat option,
expensive for its segment, antiquated electronics interface. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Mercedes-Benz M-Class
sees additions to its standard and optional packages' features lists. Minimal visual changes
include newly standard chrome accents grille, door handles and exhaust tips that spice up the
looks of this year's ML. Last year's ML model has been replaced by the ML -- the number
change signifies a new 5. It provides 80 more horsepower than the ML's V8. The ML "Edition 10"
celebrates the 10th anniversary of the M-Class with special exterior and interior trim, as well as
a few more luxury features. Read more. Write a review See all 78 reviews. I have been owning
my ml since three years, miles on it. Actually it's an enjoyable suv, smooth, very powerful with a
good fuel consumption. I can say that the roads where i have been driving it are bad, but the ML
can easily deal with it. No real problem to share and great reability from this car. I really love it
and advice it to anyone who is searching for a good and solid suv. Read less. Great SUV, with
lots of comforts and toys. Solid road handling, good power. New brakes and new tires with
alignment. Check power steering leaks at control head and power steering pump. I recommend
no air suspension, as it's one less system to maintain. Update at k miles : After 4 years of
driving, still solid car, still happy with purchase. New brakes in , brake wear is normal and i'm

looking at my 2nd brake job likely within the next year. Tire wear is great, still plenty left on the
Pirelli Scorpion Verdes i put on in Major repair was an AC compressor failure. At around 90k
miles. I ordered this car with all available options. I find the nav system very accurate but data
entry is a pain. There have been zero defects, so my only expense has been to replace the tires
and 3 maintenance stops. An outstanding vehicle made in the USA! We have one without the
airmatic setup. Lightens the weight of the ML and eliminates any potential air springs issues in
the future. It has blazing acceleration - when launched, even at part throttle, it can feel like you
just got rear ended by a truck that forgot to stop. You'd have to see it to believe what cars it can
out accelerate on a regular basis. Has a solid yet comfortable ride. Has been very reliable so far.
It's also a very safe SUV with great crash test results. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the M-Class. Sign Up. I have no problem
starting the car every morning. Subsequently in the day, it will crank up but not start. Have to
turn the key off and crank again then it will start. Sometimes have to do it more than two times. I
have spent quite a substantial amount of money to fix the problem but failed. I have changed
the fuel pump, the sensor and also all the spark plugs but the problem still stays. Some
repairers have also done scanning and all appear to be fine. Its really beginning to annoy me
everytime I get into the car. Other than that, it drives perfectly. Please advise. Thank you. Do
you. I may have an answer, but your local MB dealer can tell you if you have an affected vehicle,
I will email a PDF files that is a technical service bulletin from MB to their dealers. Was this
answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Engine Not Running Content. How to fix
an engine not starting running. Observing lights and sounds when the engine is not starting is
essential, these steps can give you a direction to proceed which are listed in order of difficulty.
What Could This Be? My Mechanic Put On Orange Spark. Cranks But Won't Start. Asked by C.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! No car is perfect, but we've gathered everything
relating to the Mercedes-Benz M-Class reliability here to help you decide if it's a smart buy.
Have you been servicing it at a Mercedes-Benz dealership, or perhaps a regular mechanic? It
could be a reset glitch after the last service. Thousands of vehicles are caught up in a long
round of recalls that involves everything from Takata airbags to incorrectly-printed tyre
placards. If it is a diesel I would have the particulate filter checked, it might require regenerating.
I agree it's a problem. Unfortunately Mercedes-Benz didn't respond to our request for
information on how to solve your issue, so I would suggest you contact a sat-nav specialist
outlet and enlist their help. As you say Mercedes generally cost more to service and repair,
particularly if you have a dealer do the work. They're not as expensive if you use an
independent Mercedes specialist, and there are plenty around who can do that for you. They not
only charge less for their labour, they usually have access to cheaper parts. Most of those parts
are full factory parts, just sourced from overseas, instead of locally, so you don't miss out on
quality or reliability by using them. Jeep owners generally swear by the cars, but they have had
issues over the years that should make you wary about signing on to the brand. You're correct
in thinking the Mercedes would cost more to service and repair, particularly if you use a dealer.
Going to an independent service mechanic with experience of Mercedes-Benz cars would save
you plenty. The Jeep would be the cheaper of the two in terms of servicing, and of the two you
are looking at that's the one I would opt for. If you like driving, the new GLE 63 would be my
pick. Sorry, there are no cars that match your search. Mercedes-Benz M-Class Problems No car
is perfect, but we've gathered everything relating to the Mercedes-Benz M-Class reliability here
to help you decide if it's a smart buy. Diesel Engine Transmission Mercedes-Benz M-Class Why
is my next service earlier than usual? Answered by CarsGuide 30 Aug Show More. How to
update Mercedes-Benz sat nav? Answered by CarsGuide 17 Feb Answered by CarsGuide 29 Jul
There's not much to split them, perhaps I would prefer the 'Benz. Mercedes or Jeep for towing a
boat? Answered by CarsGuide 15 Jul Best sporty SUV? Answered by CarsGuide 8 Feb
Disclaimer: You acknowledge and agree that all answers are provided as a general guide only
and should not be relied upon as bespoke advice. Carsguide is not liable for the accuracy of
any information provided in the answers. Mercedes-Benz M-Class cars for sale. Our certified
mobile mechanics come to you 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. A car that is getting fuel
and is properly tuned should take off quickly when the accelerator is pressed. A vehicle that is
sluggish or slow to accelerate can be dangerous, especially at intersections and on-ramps.
Modern cars have a very complex system that delivers fuel to the engine and rids of the vehicle
of exhaust gases. A failure in any part of this system can lead to a car that is slow to accelerate.
In the majority of cases, the problem can be traced back to the fuel system. A vehicle that is
slow to accelerate should be repaired immediately as it can be dangerous to drive. The fuel
system is responsible for supplying fuel to the engine. Fuel is mixed with air, atomized and
vaporized in the intake system, which provides power to drive the pistons of the engine. There

are a variety of different fuel system types but most of them have the same basic parts. The fuel
tank stores the gasoline. Fuel is pulled through the fuel lines by the fuel pump and is fed into
the fuel injectors. Older cars have a carburetor and throttle body injectors instead of fuel
injectors. The fuel injectors spray gasoline into the cylinders where it is mixed with air and then
ignites during the compression stage. The result is an explosion that moves the pistons. When
an injector is clogged it can degrade the performance of the vehicle and the car may accelerate
slowly or feel that it does not have enough power. Other symptoms include a rough idle, a
vehicle that is hard to start and a decrease in fuel efficiency. Defective Fuel Pump: The fuel
pump pulls the fuel from the gas tank to the engine via the fuel lines. If the pump stops working,
malfunctions, or becomes clogged, it will not supply enough fuel to the injectors. This can
cause the vehicle to accelerate slowly, or even sputter and stall, especially at high speeds.
Clogged Fuel Filter: The job of the fuel filter is to filter out containments in the fuel and if it
becomes clogged it can restrict the amount of fuel that reaches the injectors. This can cause a
vehicle to accelerate slowly. Fuel filters are designed to be replaced on a regular basis. These
sensors can become dirty or malfunction over time, which results in the wrong data being sent
to the computer. A slow accelerating car is the result of this incorrect data. It may also trigger
the Check Engine light. Leaking Fuel Line: A leak in the fuel line will drain off enough fuel that it
leaves a shortage for the injectors. This not only affects the performance of the car but will also
create a dangerous situation. If you smell gasoline in the vicinity of the car or see a puddle of
fuel underneath the vehicle, the car should be inspected and repaired immediately. One of the
major symptoms of a vacuum leak is a car that is slow to accelerate or feels like it has a lack of
power. In addition the check engine light will probably illuminate. Failing Catalytic Converter: A
failing or clogged catalytic converter will prevent the proper amount of air from going into the
engine. In most cases the vehicle will run hotter than normal, will accelerate slowly and feel like
there is a loss of power. Issues with the catalytic converter tend to be fairly expensive repairs.
The mechanic will check your car's fuel system for leaks and any defective parts. This includes
fuel injectors, fuel pump, fuel filter, airflow sensors and other important components related to
the vehicle's slow acceleration. It may be necessary to test drive the car in order to verify the
acceleration issue and provide an accurate diagnosis. A car that accelerates slowly is a
dangerous vehicle to drive, especially at intersections and on ramps. Failing to fix simple fuel
system problems will often lead to a more expensive repair down the road and eventually a car
that may not run at all. A slow accelerating car should be inspected and repaired as soon as
possible. Estimate price near me. Service Location. How A Diagnostic Works Instantly book a
certified mobile mechanic to come to you. Mechanic diagnoses the problem and quotes
necessary repairs. Your vehicle is ready to go. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to you
now. See availability. Car is slow to accelerate Inspection Service A car that is getting fuel and
is properly tuned should take off quickly when the accelerator is pressed. How this system
works: The fuel system is responsible for supplying fuel to the engine. Common reasons for
this to happen: Bad or Clogged Fuel Injector: Fuel injectors can become clogged due to
contaminates in the fuel. Fuel injectors, by their very nature, mu
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st be very precise in controlling the amount of fuel that goes into the combustion chamber so
they have very small passages that deliver the fuel. Over time these tiny passages will become
clogged which impedes the delivery of fuel. How it's done: The mechanic will check your car's
fuel system for leaks and any defective parts. How important is this service? Number of
Mercedes-Benz ML services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Mercedes-Benz
Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Mercedes-Benz mechanics Real
customer reviews from Mercedes-Benz owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary.
Jerome 24 years of experience. Request Jerome. Great mechanic. He definitely knows what he
is talking about. Bret 42 years of experience. Request Bret. Very professional and
knowledgeable. Dan 39 years of experience. Request Dan. Yoel 9 years of experience. Request
Yoel. Well Recommended. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Car is slow to accelerate
Inspection.

